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Recruitment tactics proposed
Continued from page 1

to select the programs they choose to
emphasize in recruiting efforts. . .
Colleges and departments that are
conf!dent their programs are of higher
quall~y th~n other universities
showing higher percentages of
students may wish to enhance
recru~ting in these areas. Admissions
recruiters and departmental liaisons
could collaborate to devise
information packages and programs
that may bring a higher yield to those
departments."
Specific tactics proposed tc
enhanc~ the University's ~ecruitment
efforts mc!u~e_ the following:
. - _Max1i:ii1zmg ~nive!sity visibility
1~ ?h1? by_ increasing high school
v1s1tat1on in-state and out-of-state and
by organizing a visitation program for
two-year co~leges_and branch
ca~~uses, including some outside
Ohio,
- Expanding the number of Select
St~~~nt Program~ on campus and
ut1h_zing th_e re_cru1tment network to
.
avoid dup~1cat1on;
- Adding a second Preview Day
~rogram. Next year's annual program
is scheduled on Oct. 29. Solomon
~xpressed a need for another program
in January or February fo~ t~ose
students who_ mak~ a de~1s1on about
college la!er m their senior year;
- Bu~ing select groups of
prospective students to campus;

.
- Involving
more current Bowling
Green students in recruitment
creating a resource pool of st~dents
from such areas as the Honor
Student Association, admissions tour
guides and Undergraduate Alumni
Association;
- Integrating the admissions and
financial aid processes through
increased staff cooperation and the
linking of the two information
systems;
·
- Developing a system for routing
information on prospective students
throughout the campus;
- Including information of
specific interest to transfer students
in each curriculum guide and in
general enhancing several services to
better accommodate the needs of
transfer students and/or those
wanting to complete a bachelor's
degree after earning an associate
degree at a community or technical
college;
Martin emphasized that the
admissions recruitment plan is not a
University-wide marketing plan but
rather a composite of strategies and
tactics which can be used to· aadress
declining enrollment at Bowling
Green.
"We believe that the University's
future hinges on this report," he said,
noting that the network already has
begun its work and will continue bi·
monthly m.eetings.

Faculty, staff to share expertise
on 'Computer Awareness Day'
Everything you've always wanted to
know about microcomputers - and
m?re - sh~uld be ansVJered on
Frid~y (Ap~tl 22) when computer
serv1ce_s will dev~te a~ entire day to
educating the University community
to applications of microcomputers
and_ the hardware and software
ava1l.~bl_e from different vendors.
A Microcomputer Awareness Day"
has ~en scheduled from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. in the lounge area of Prout Hall,
where faculty and staff from various
U~iversity_ departments and offices
will explain how they use
microcomputers in their work and
re?resentatives from several
microcomputer companies will be on
hand to answer questions about their
products.
At 9 a.m. computer services
personnel will present an
"Introduction to Microcomputers."
Immediately following, at 10 a.m., Joe
O'Loughlin of the Firelands campus
will demonstrate how he uses the
PROFILE data-base package on the
Radio Shack TRS-SO Model II.
At 10:20 a.m. Bob McGeein and
Judy Hagemann of facilities planning
and budgets will demonstrate their
use of MULTl-PLAN spread-sheet
software on the DEC Rainbow
computer. At 10:40 a.m. Judy
Wahrman, educational administration

Datebook
Exhibits
Liturgical Arts Exhibit, third bi-annual
show co-sponsored by St. Thomas More
Parish and the University, through May 8,
McFall Center Gallery. Gallery hours are
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays and 2-5 p.m.
Saturdays and Sundays.
Undergraduate Student Art Show, 32nd
annual exhibit, through May 4, Fine Arts
Gallery, School of Art. Gallery hours are
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays and 2·5 p.m.
weekends. Free.

Monday, April 18
Commuter Center reading by Stan
Friedman, Diane Henderson and Mike
Ospeck, creative writing graduate
students, 6:30 p.m., Commuter Center
Lounge. Free.

Employment
Opportunities
CLASSIAED EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNmES
*Indicates that an internal candidate from
the department is bidding and being
considered for the position.
NEW VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date: 5 p.m. Monday,
April 25, 1983
4-25-1
•Account Clerk 2
Pay Range 26
Bursar's Office
4-25-2

Clerical Specialist
Pay Range 25
Bursar's Office

CONTINUING VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date: 5 p.m. Monday
April .18, 1983
•
•Programmer Analyst 1
4-18-1
Pay Range 28
Computer Services
4-18-2

Typist 2
Pay Range4
Student Development Program

"A Jury of Her Peers," film sponsored
by Women for Women and the English
department, 7:30 p.m., 220 Math-Science
Bldg. Free.
"~hinegold," German film with English
subtitles, 7:30 p.m., Gish Film Theater
Hanna Hall. Free.
'
Dr. Arthur Kornberg, Nobel Laureate in
Medicine, will speak on "Understanding
Life as Chemistry," 7:30 p.m., 210 Math·
Science Bldg. Free. Sponsored by Sigma
Xi scientific research society.

Tuesday, April 19
Faculty Senate, 2:30 p.m., McFall Center
Assembly Room.
R~naissance Ensemble, 8 p.m.• Bryan
Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free.
Tom Siemer, co-director of the State of
Ohio Nuclear Freeze organization will
discuss nuclear war and the nucl~ar
weapons freeze movement, 8 p.m., 220
Math-Science Bldg. As part of his
presentation, the film "The Gods of
Metal" will be shown.

Wednesday, April 20
Academic Council, 1:30-3 p.m., McFall
Center Assembly Room.
"Hello Dolly!," University Theater
production, 8 p.m., Main Auditorium
University Hall. For ticket reservatio~s.
call 372-2719.
Symphonic Band, 8 p.m., Kobacker
Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.
The Nia Kuumba dancers, 8 p.m., Joe E.
Brown Theater. Admission $1.
"The HoUywood Ripoff: Shameless
Tricks _o~ MoYie Advertising," lecture by
advert1smg consultant Milt Tatelman
sponsored by UAO, the Film Studies'
program, and the marketing and popular
culture departments, 9 p.m., Grand
Ballroom, University Union. Free.

Thursday, April 21
Earth Day, sponsored by the
~vironmental Interest Group. Exhibits on
display, 10:30 am. to 3:30 p.m., University
Union Oval. Speech by David Yonkman of
the Nature Conservancy of Northwest
Ohio, 7:30 p.m., Ohio Suite, University

Faculty/Staff Positions
The following faculty positions have been authorized·
. Accou!'ting and MIS: Assistant/associate professor. Also, instructor in management
information systems. Con~act Lloyd Buckwell (2-0045). Deadline: Open.
Computer Science: Assistant/associate professor. Contact Faculty Search Committee
computer science (2·2337). Deadline: Open
'
Firelands: ln_structor/assistant professor, applied sciences. Contact Algalee Adams
(93-229). Deadline: May 15, 1983
Sch_ool of J~urnallsm: Director. (Internal search only). Contact James Gordon (2-0308)
·
Deadline: Apnl 22, 1983
The following contract positions have been approved:
Office of Adn:ilssions: Admissions counselor/assistant director of admissions. Con·
t~ct Thomas Glick ~2-2086). Deadline: April 30, 1983. Also, assistant director of admissions. Contact Daniel Shelley (2-2086). Deadline: April 30, 1983
Athletics: A~si~tant director for operati~ns and facilities. Contact Jack Gregory
(2-2401). Deadh!'e. May 13, 1983. Also, assistant director for financial affairs. Contact
Gregory. Deadline: April 20, 1983
Development and Alumni Affairs: Associate director of development/planned giving
Contact James Hodge (2·2701). Deadline: May 20, 1983
·

Union. Presentation by Kay Callahan of
the Ohio Public Interest Campaign. 8:30
p.m., Ohio Suite, University Union. All
events free.
The Nia Kuumba dancers, 8 p.m., Joe E.
Brown Theater. Admission $1.
"Hello Dolly!," University Theater
production, 8 p.m., Main Auditorium,
University Hall. Tickets may be reserved
by calling 372-2719.
"The Crowd," UAO film series, 8:15 p.m.,
Gish Film Theater. Hanna Hall. Free.

Friday, April 22
"Dumbo," UAO film series, 7, 8:30 and
10 p.m., 210 Math-Science Bldg.
Admission $1.50 with University l.D. Two
tickets may be purchased with one l.D.
Ice Horizons, featuring Scott Hamilton
and other skating champions, 7:30 p.m.,
Ice Arena For latest ticket information
call 354-1439.
Concert Bands II and Ill, 8 p.m.,
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free.
"Hello Dolly!," University Theater
pr~uction, 8 p.m., Main Auditorium,
University Hall. For ticket information, call
372-2719.
The Nia Kuumba dancers, 8 p.m., Joe E.
Brown Theater. Admission $1.

Saturday, April 23
"Dumbo," UAO film series, 7, 8:30 and
10 p.m., 210 Math-Science Bldg.
Admission $1.50 with University l.D. Two
tickets may be purchased with one l.D.
Ice Horizons, featuring Scott Hamilton
and other skating champions, 1:30 and
7:30 p.m., Ice Arena. For the latest ticket
information call 354-1439.
"Hello Dolly!," University Theater
production, 8 p.m., Main Auditorium,
University Hall. Tickets may be reserved
by calling 372-2719.

Sunday, April 24
Choral Extravaganza, 3 p.m., Kobacker
Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
International Dinner, 6 p.m., St. Thomas
More gymnasium. 425 Thurstin. Tickets
priced at $5, must be purchased in - '
advance at the Office of International
Student Programs, 16 Williams Hall. No
tickets will be sold at the door.
Jazz Combos, 8 p.m., Bryan Recital Hall
Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.
'
Open auditions, for "Oklahoma," the
University Theater summer production, 7
p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center. More information may be obtained
by calling 372-2181.

Monday, Aprll 25
Open auditions, for "Oklahoma,"
University Theater summer production, 7
p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center.
"Amore," German film with English
subtitles, 7:30 p.m., Gish Film Theater,
Hanna Hall. Free.
Graduate student recital series, 8 p.m.,
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free

and supervision, will demonstrate the
GRADE BOOK software available for
the Apple II computer.
Dr. Steven Cernkovich, sociology,
will talk on the WORDSTAR (word
processing program) for the IBM PC
at 11:10 a.m., and at 11:30 a.m. Dr.
Darrel Fyffe, educational curriculum
and instruction, will demonstrate
classroom use of the Atari 800.
From 1-4 p.m. representatives from
the Apple, Commodore, IBM, Atari,
Radio Shack and Texas Instrument
microcomputer companies will be
available in the Prout lounge to
answer questions.
Dale Schroeder, computer services,
has arranged the day.
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Senate OK's
revised charter,
merit pay plan

Sidewalks 'climbed'
for scholarships
For the second year in a row, a
group of thrill-seeking, devil-may-care
students are preparing to throw
themselves belly down on the
University sidewalks and make a half·
mile, treacherous "climb" of campus
pavement.
Two teams of eight students each
- women will be included on the
climb teams this year - will
participate in the climb which will
begin at the University seal at 4 p.m.
Friday (April 22).
While it is one of the sillier events
to occur on campus each spring, the
climb is done for a very serious
reason - to raise money for
scholarships and to help St. Jude
Children's Research Hospital in
Memphis, Tenn.
Before the big day the climbers will
be asking faculty, staff, alumni and
area residents to make donations to
the Office of Alumni and
Development in the name of the
sidewalk climb. ·
Also before the climb the
participants will be selling raffle
tickets to students. At stake is $1,000
worth of stereo equipment. (A booth
for selling the tickets, which are $1
each, will be on the first floor of
University Hall through Wednesday.)
The climb will take the students
north past the Union and then on a
jagged southeast course to the
Northeast Commons, where an "After
The Climb Party" will be held. All
proceeds from the party will benefit
the scholarship fund.
At last year's event the climbers
raised more than $3,300, and this
year's climb must net more than
$1,700 to reach the amount needed to
endow a scholarship. If that goal is
met, the scholarship will be named in
honor of the late President Hollis A.
Moore.
This year's climb is sponsored by
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity and
Alpha Phi sorority, and all of the
climbers are members of either the
fraternity or sorority.

Staff reminded
to update files
Classified employees are reminded
by the Office of Personnel Support
Services to keep their personnel
records current.
The personnel office maintains a
file on all classified staff in an effort
to keep an accurate, up-to-date
accounting of activities related to
each individual's employment,
including complete information on
qualifications and experience.
Employees should contact the
personnel office after successful
completion of any training - career
deve!opment, job-related, voluntary,
required, off-campus or on-campus
coursework - so that sufficient
information on that experience can be
added to their personnel records.
Verification of the training must be
supplied in some form, whether that
be certificates of completion,
transcripts, diplomas or letters of
endorsement/approval from a working
supervisor.
Information regarding such training
or job experience is maintained on a
special "Training Record" form
included in the personnel file.
For further information contact the
personnel office at 372-2226, .

I
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Income uncertainties mak~ budget
projections difficult for 1983-84

he said.
$35.2 million allocated for the 1982-83
"Uncertainty" has been the
In what has been described as an
Eakin pointed out that each one
year.
catchword in University budgeting
"historic decision," Faculty Senate
percent
increase in student fees
Dr. Richard Eakin, executive vice
procedures the past several years,
overwhelmingly approved by a vote of
would
generate
an additional
provost for planning and budgeting,
56-1 a revised Academic Charter at its and the 1983-84 year appears at this
$260,160,
based
on an enrollment of
said, however, that the University
point to be no exception.
last meeting of the year on Tuesday,
15,928
subsidy
eligible
FTEs.
expects a higher summer and fall
The legislature has yet to act on
April 19.
subsidy eligible FTE count than the
the budget recommended by the
He noted that the budget for the
In addition, the senate approved a
governor has anticipated based upon
governor,
which
includes
an
current
1982-83 academic year
new merit pay policy recommended
the regents' projections. Eakin said
approximate 12 percent increase in
includes some $1.3 million that will
by President Olscamp which provides
Bowling Green should maintain the
not be available to meet 1983-84
that for the contract year 1984-85, and funding for higher education over
15,928 FTEs for which subsidy was
actual 1982-83 subsidy levels. And
expenses - namely $561,000 that
thereafter, increases in the salary
earned this year, which would mean
Bowling
Green
is
not
even
earmarked
was taken from available fund
pool will be divided 60 percent across
that the University would receive
to
share
in
that
12
percent
because
of
balances to meet the state's budget
the board and at least 40 percent lor
about $38.3 million in state
newly
instituted
changes
in
the
cut and another $785,000 in prior year
merit, with the merit to be distributed
appropriations for the coming year.
formula for computing subsidy which
unencumbered balances which was
by departments and schools.
To facilitate budget planning for
will
penalize
the
University
through
spent in 1982-83 and will not be
The resolution stipulates that=merit
the 1983-84 year, Eakin has charted a
no
deslgned
intent.
carried
over into the 1983-84 budget.
Increments be added to the base
revenue projection analysis which is
That penalty comes mainly though
In
addition
to the varying amounts
salaries of individual recipients and
printed below. The chart details the
the Board of Regents' decision to
of
state
subsidy
and student fee
that departmental guidelines for merit
amount of money Bowling Green
income included in the revenue
eliminate a "buffer" against off.
be published and made available to
projection analysis below, Eakin
campus extension enrollment decline. would receive should the governor's
all departmental faculty. College
expectations for enrollment hold true;
pointed out that the only other real
. President Olsamp reported at the
deans are asked to review
should the University's own
variable is interest income, which
April meeting of the Board of
departmental merit increases with an
projections be accurate, and should
naturally fluctuates with the number
Trustees that the University's off.
elected collegiate committee, but the
an increase in instructional fees be
of students who enroll and the
campus extension enrollment has
resolution asks that changes in
subsidy and fee dollars received for
dropped from 379 FTEs in 1979 to 100 approved by the Board of Trustees.
departmental recommendations at
The five and 10 percent fee hike
FTEs in 1982-83, and that factor alone
those students.
the dean's level be made only after
figures are used for illustrative
results in a loss of more than $1.1
The revenue projection analysis will
consultation with the department
million in subsidy income for 1983-84, purposes only, he emphasized, adding
be
shared with the deans, vice
chair or school director.
that
rio
inferences
are
intended
he said.
presidents
and members of the
The revised charter, as approved by
to
actual
fee
increases,
if
relative
The governor's budget includes a
Faculty
Senate
Budget Committee, he
the senate, has now been forwarded
any, to be proposed to the Board of
7.4 percent increase in state
said,
adding
that
the Senate and
to the faculty for a ratification vote.
Trustees based upon expense
appropriations for Bowling Green,
University
budget
committees will
Ballots have been malled and should
analyses currently in progress. The
based upon a subsidy eligible FTE
submit
their
budget
recommendation
be returi1ed to the Faculty Senate
trustees have not committed
count of 15,750 for summer and fall
to
the
president
sometime
in May and
Office no later than May 3.
themselves to any fee raise at this
of the 1983-84 academic year. That
that
a
University
budget
will
be
If the faculty approve the revised
would mean that the University would time, and the size of any fee increase
presented to the trustees for their
charter, President Olscamp will
to
be
proposed
by
the
administration
receive about $37.9 million in state
consideration at their June meeting.
forward the document to the Board of
likewise has not yet been determined,
subsidy for 1983-84 compared to the
_ Trustees for possible action at its
June meeting, which would allow the
REVENUE PROJECTION ANALYSIS
I'
charter to take effect at the beginning
Campus Educational Budget
of the new fiscal year on July 1.
1983-84
Dr. Betty van der Smissen, health,
BGSU ProfBGSU Proj.
BGSU Proj.
Gowemor's
physical education and recreation,
ReYised
SOURCES OF FUNDS
Reftnue With
R-ueWlth
RnenueWlth
Budget
With
1982-83
chaired the charter revision
10% Fee Iner.
5% Fee Iner.
No Fee Iner.
No Fee Iner.
Budget
committee. She noted that the revised
STATE APPROPRIATIONS
document was produced by "a large
$38,298.000
$38,298,000
$38,298,000
and representative group of faculty
$37,870,000
$34,068,000
Instructional Subsidies
26,600
26,600
26,600
26,600
who went beyond the president's
17,700
Developmental Education
proposal to address the concerns of
Classified Wage
1,151,600
Supplement
the faculty related to the present
38.300
Remedial
Instruction
charter."
$38,324,600
$38,324,600
$38,324,600
Olscamp had originally
$37,896,600
$35,275,600
Sub-Total
recommended many charter changes
designed to enhance the faculty's
STUDENT INSTRUCTIONAL
role in governance, budgeting and
FEES
$24,687,300
planning, and curricular control.
$23,565,200
$22.443,000
$22, 192,000
$22.424,000
Resident
Instructional
Fees
Every attempt was made in the
Nonresident Instructional
2.m.500
2.651,300
2.525,000
2.525,000
revision process to maintain and
2,503,000
Surcharge
enhance the rights and authority of
Misc. and Off-Campus
1,152,800
1.100,400
1,048,000
1,048.000
1,048,000
the faculty, van -der Smissen said,
Programs
$28,617.600
adding that the integrity of the
$27,316,900
$26,016,000
$25,765,000
$25,975,000
Sul>-Total
present charter has been maintained
but ''the revision significantly
OTHER INCOME
en~ances faculty rights and
responsibilities and greatly
General Service Charge s 2,481,000
s 2,481,000
s 2,481.000
s 2,481,000
s 2,481,000
strengthens the faculty's role in
Auxiliaries
General Service Charge 230,000
academic affairs and University
230,000
230,000
230,000
230,000
Grants
1,215,500
1.193,400
1,171,400
governance.
1,162,000
1,143,000
Interest Income
"Faculty security has been
Unrestricted Dept.
280,000
280,000
280,000
280,000280,000
increased by strengthening the
Sales/Charges
285,000
285,000
285,000
285,000
285,000
concept of tenure, when most
Application Fee Income
230.000
230,000
230,000
230,000
230,000
Miscellaneous Income
institutions are curtailing or
561,000
Available Fund Balances
restricting it, through inclusion of the
$ 4,721,500
s 4,699,400
S 4,Sn.400
AAUP statement on tenure in the first
s 4,668,000
s 5.210.000
·Sul>-Total
Article on Basic Principles and by ___ _
removing the 'loop-hole' phrase
PRIOR YEAR
s s $
s s 785,300
UNENCUMBERED BALANCES
related to termination under 'certain
conditions' and referencing the
$71,663,700
$70,340,900
financial exigency plan adopted last
$69,018,000
$68,329.600
$67,245,900
TOTAL SOURCES Of FUNDS
fall," she said.
One of the primary changes in the
Increase in Total Sources of
s 4,417,800
s 3,095,000
s 1.n2.100
s 1,083,700
$ revised document is its strengthening_
Funds Over Revised 1982-83 Budget
of f~culty involvement in governance.
% Increase Over Revised
6.57%
4.60%
2.64%
1.61%
The Academic Council and the
$ 1982-83 Budget
Senate Committee on Academic
continued on page 2

•
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Revised charter includes
personnel procedures
Continued from P89f1 1

Policies have been abolished. Instead,
academic affairs are to be handled
through an Undergraduate Council
and the Graduate Council, along with
the new Senate Committee on
Academic Affairs.
The Graduate Council remains
much the same as it is now. The
Undergraduate Council was
structured to somewhat parallel the
Graduate Council, but its membership
is not as large. While the deans and ·
students do serve on the
Undergraduate Council (as they do
now on Academic Council), the
faculty hold a controling majority
even if the deans and students unite
in their voting. There are no
administrators on the Committee on
Academic Affairs except the vice
president for academic affairs. The
actions of both councils are subject
to the Faculty Senate.
"We believe this structure
recognizes the importance of both
undergraduate and graduate
programs," van der Smissen said.
"The lines of authority and
responsibility also have been set
forth more clearly for academic
matters."
The second major change in the
charter as it has been revised relates
to personnel. The revised charter
incorporates all personnel material
into the charter, including the
grievance arbitration procedures and
statements on appointment and
tenure.
These personnel matters are
integrated into Part B of the
Academic Charter. (Part A includes
the sections on governance.)
Personnel contract matters require
the same type of change process as
does the governance section, and all
other matters require senate approval.
Procedures in the present charter
which have concerned the
committees and faculty involved in
charter revision have been "cleaned
up," van der Smissen said, adding
that efforts also were made to
maintain consistent unity in the

Faculty
Senate
In addition to its action on the
charter and a merit pay policy
statement, Faculty Senate
approved two recommendations from
the Academic Policies Committee at
its April 19 meeting, the last of this
academic year.
Senate voted to remove a limit on
the number of SIU graded hours
which a transfer student can elect in
order to graduate with honors,
making the honors formula the same
for transfer students as for those
students who do all coursework at
Bowling Green. A requirement for a
specific total of graded hours is
maintained in the action.
Senate also voted to ex1end from
one week to two the time for students
to elect the SIU grade option after the
beginning of a semester, noting that
one week often is not sufficient time
for a student to determine the level of
difficulty of a particular class, sir.ce
some classes only meet once a week
under the semester system.
During his report to the senate,
Chair Ronald Stoner, physics and
astronomy, announced the results of
the University Insurance Committee's
recent survey of faculty and
administrative staff regarding their
preference for certain fringe benefits.
Respondents agreed in that survey
that the University should not pick up
the cost of family hospitalization
insurance for faculty and contract
•staff; that the University should not
pick up the cost of family vision and
dental insurance for faculty and
contract staff, and that the University
should add as a benefit the cost of
an annual physical examination for
each employee. Classified staff
agreed in a survey regarding the
physical examination option that
· such a benefit should be provided.

process of integrating all personnel
policies and procedures.
The revised charter also gives the
faculty greater control over the
document. Charter interpretations and
alleged violations of charter
procedures are no longer the sole
responsibility of the president, but are
left to the faculty to determine
through the Senate Executive
Committee.
The revised document also has a
provision for direct faculty
•
involvement in the annual informal
evaluations of the administration of
the deans and vice presidents, as well
as in the continued evaluation of
directors and chairs. Van der Smissen
said the charter revision committee
attempted to strengthen and make
consistent all those evaluation
procedures and to clarify some
abiguities.
Another aspect of University
operation in which the faculty are
accorded greater involvement in the
revised document is in the allocation
of University resources, she said.
Olscamp, who congratulated the
senate on what he described as a
"magnificent year" which included
the completion of the charter revision,
adoption of a financial exigency
policy and the resolution on the 60/40
salary pool split, led a standing vote
of applause for van der Smissen and
the committee members who
achieved the charter revision. He
described the "incredible work" of the
current senate as probably the most
significant of the past decade.
The charter revision committee and
two subcommittees were established
by SEC last fall with members
selected by the Committee on
Committees.
In addition to van der Smissen, the
charter revision committee included
Joanne Martin-Reynolds, educational
curriculum and instruction; Everett
Gallagher, Undergraduate Student
Government; Karen Aldred, Graduate
Student Senate; Or. Jack Greene,
psychology; Dr. Harvey Donley,
accounting and management
information systems; Or. Shirley
Langham.Johnson and Dr. Bonnie
Chambers (substitute), education;
Marilynn Wentland, speech
communication; Or. John Bentley,
musical arts; Evron Collins, library;
and Dr. Ronald Olsen, Firelands.
Members of the academic
programs subcommittee for charter
revision were Dr. Audrey Rentz,
college student personnel, chair; Or.
Park Leathers, accounting and
management information systems;
Karen Washbush, Undergraduate
Student Government; Beverly Baker,
Graduate Student Senate; Dr. Vincent
Corrigan, musical arts; Or. Denise
Trauth, speech communication; Dr.
Melvin Hyman, speech
communication; and Or. Dennis Lytle,
business education.
The members of the faculty
contract subcommittee for charter
revision were Or. Alice Heim
Calderonello, English, chair; Dr.
Wallace Terwilliger, mathematics and
statistics; Dr. Roman Carek,
counseling and career development;
Or. Roger Anderson, political science;
Dorothy Luedtke, health, physical
education and recreation; and Or.
Ramona Cormier, associate provost.

TSA firm to issue
adjusted statements
University employees who
participate in the Valic tax-sheltered
annuity plan will receive adjusted
statements of their accounts within
the next few days.
Because of an oversight at the firm,
Valle accounts have not been
promptly credited for the amount
withheld from payroll checks. The
adjusted statements which the
company will mail to the more than
170 employees who participate in
their program will reflect appropriate
adjustments for interest on amounts
paid into the accounts as well as
correction of the accounting error.

Academic Council

Campus visits scheduled
for student affairs finalists
Five final candidates for vice
president for student affairs, selected
by a search and screening committee
chaired by Or. Gerald Saddlemire,
college student personnel, will be
available to meet the campus
community in open forums scheduled
this week and next.
The first candidate to visit the
campus will be Dr. William R.
Mendenhall, associate vice president
for student affairs at the University of
Georgia.
Mendenhall, a sociologist who has
a doctoral degree in educational
leadership and management systems,
will meet the University community in
a forum from 9:30-10:30 a.m. Tuesday
(April 26) in the McFall Center
Assembly Room. He will be on
campus Monday (April 25)·as well.
His research and publications have
emphasized administrative issues in
student affairs, such as management
of human resources, rates and
functions of student affairs
professionals. He has served as
assistant dean for student
development, assistant to the vice
president for student affairs and
assistant dean for student services at
the University of Florida and as
associate dean of student affairs and
adjunct associate professor of
counseling and human development
services at the University of Georgia.
Dr. Glenda M. Lawhorn, assistant
vice president for student affairs at
Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville, will be on campus on
Monday and Tuesday, May 2 and 3,
meeting the campus community in a
fortim from 9-10 am. Tuesday, May 3,
in the McFall Center Assembly Room.
LawhOrn, who has a doctoral
degree in higher education, general
administration, has been an academic
adviser in general studies, a
counselor/director of the
supplemental instruction program,
acting dean of students and assistant
to the vice president for student
affairs at Southern Illinois University.
Her publications have been in the
areas of staff development and
appraisal and black administrators in
white institutions of higher learning.
On Tuesday and Wednesday, May 3
and 4, Or. David A. DeCoster, dean of
students at the University of
Nebraska, Lincoln, and an associate
professor of education, will be on the·

Academic affairs
slate expanded
In accord with the charge to the
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Search and Screening Committee to
provide President Olscamp with five
unranked names for that position, two
additional candidates have been
added to the slate of three finalists
announced several weeks ago.
The candidates are Dr. A. Bruce
Clarke, dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences at Western Michigan
University, and Dr. Daniel Fallon,
dean of the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences at the University of
Colorado at Denver.
Fallon was on campus last week,
meeting with the University
community on Friday, April 22, in the
Gish Film Theater. An experimental
psychologist, he has taught at the
State University of New York at
Binghamton and at the University of
Dusseldorf, Germany, and he has
served in administrative capacities at
SUNY, Binghamton, and Harpur
· College. The author of a book entitled
The German University, he has
received many research grants and
has written numerous scholarly
articles in his area of expertise.
Clarke, a mathematician who has
taught at the University of Michigan
and Western Michigan Univesity and
has been a Fulbright lecturer in
Turku, Finland, witl be on campus this
week. He will meet with the University
community from 9-10 a.m. Thursday
(April 28) In the Mcfall Center
Assembly Room.
Clarke has conducted research
both in this country and abroad and
has published extensively in his field.

A calendar for the 1984-85
academic year and a proposal for a
master's degree In home economics
were approved by Academic Council
at its April 6 meeting.
The calendar, published below,
includes a May starting date for the
first five-week summer term in 1985
and a three-week Christmas break
during fall semester of that year.
Following discussion of varic.us
calendar options and adoption of the
calendar for 1984-85, Academic
Council requested via Dr. Richard
Eakin, executive vice provost for
planning and budgeting, that options
other than a five-week term be
explored for the summer session and
that a report be made to the
appropriate body early in the fall
semester.
Council also discussed the
possibility of alternating observance
of Martin Luther King Day with
President's Day during the spring
semester to avoid a holiday
immediately following Christmas
break each year. It was noted,
however, that the Labor Day holiday
causes similar problems during the
fall semester.
As approved, the proposal for a
master's degree in home economics
creates a degree in addition to the
current master's in education, with
the new degree focusing on the
professional, specialized home
economics areas without an
education focus.
Dr. Beth Casey, Center for
Educational Options, continued her
discussion with council of a new
general education proposal which will
recommend expanded emphasis on
writing in curricula University-wide.
Casey noted that many students
currently believe that writing skills
will not be required after they leave
English 111 or 112 and are
consequently not highly motivated to
achieve in those English courses. She
said that faculty members who
require writing_ assignments do _not
always believe they have
administrative support but added that
the English department is planning
fall semester seminars for faculty on

campus. He is scheduled to meet the
University community on Wednesday,
May 4, from 9-10 a.m. in the McFall
Center Assembly Room.
DeCoster, who earned his Ed.D.
from the University of Florida in
counselor education, psychology, has
co-edited several books and authored
numerous chapters that analyze and
comment on student growth.
At the University of Florida he was
assistant to the housing director, and
at the University of Georgia he was
the associate director for residence
education. He also was assistant
dean of students and director of
residence life at Indiana University.
He has held his present position at
the University of Nebraska since
1978.
Or. Mary M. Edmonds, dean of
Bowling Green's College of Health
and Community Services, will meet
with the University community in a
forum from 9-10 a.m. on Thursday,
May 5. Edmonds, a professor of
sociology who has been dean of the
college since 1981, earned her
doctoral degree in sociology from
Case Western Reserve University.
A physical therapist, she was
director of the physical therapy
program and chair of the health
sciences department at Cleveland
State University before joining the
Bowling Green faculty. She continues
as an adjunct professor of physical
therapy at the Medical College of
Ohio and has published in such
health-related fields as geriatrics,
health assessment and health
curriculum evaluation.
The final candidate for the student
affairs vice presidency will be on
campus Thursday and Friday, May 5
and 6. Or. Mitchel Livingston, dean of
student life at Ohio State University,
where he also is an adjunct assistant
professor in the college student
personnel program, will meet the
University community in a forum from
9-10 a.m. Friday, May 6, in the McFall
Center Assembly Room.
Livingston, who has a Ph.D. in
higher education, college student
personnel, from Michigan State
University, served as director of
residence hails at Oakland University
and the University of Iowa prior to his
OSU appointment, which he has held
since 1980. His research centers in
the area of campus environments and
student perceptions of a university
and its services.
Following the campus visits, the
University community is encouraged
to forward comments about the
candidates to President Olscamp,
who anticipates naming a new vice
president for student affairs at the
May 20 meeting of the Board of
Trustees.

Ludd is ODK
faculty of the-year
Dr. Steven Ludd, political science,
was named faculty member of the
year by the University's circle of
Omicron Delta Kappa national
leadership society during initiation
ceremonies held Friday, April 22.
In addition to the award
presentation, two faculty members,
an administrator, an athletic coach
and 20 students were tapped for ODK
membership.
Faculty members tapped were Dr.
Ronald Stoner, physics and
astronomy, the chair of the Faculty
Senate, and Dr. Ralph Wolfe, English,
the senate secretary.
The administrator tapped was Dr.
Ramona Cormier, associate provost,
and the coach selected was Jerry
York, hockey.
The_20 undergraduate students
were chosen on the basis of
excellence in one of five categories:
creative and performing arts; social,
service, religious and campus
government activities; scholarship;
athletics, and journalism, speech and
mass media.

Rec Center reduces
hours in May

I
J

The Student Recreation Center will
begin a period of reduced hours on
Sunday (May 1), the beginning of final
examinations week.
On that day only the center will be
open from noon to 9 p.m. Beginning
on Monday, May 2, and continuing
through Friday, May 6, center hours
will be 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.
During final examination week both
summer 1982 and spring 1983
memberships will be valid. Summer
1983 memberships will go on sale in
the Rec Center office on May 31 and
will be valid immediately. Passes
which are good for the "break period"
only (May 7-June 12) go on sale
Monday, May 2, for $10. The center
will be open during that period from
noon to 9 p.m. daily, except for the
week of May 23-30 when the entire
building will be closed for major
maintenance. The Cooper Pool also
will be closed for painting and repair
from May 16 through June 12.
A complete schedule of hours for
the Cooper and Club pools during the
finals and break periods is available
at the Rec Center office.

ways to incorporate writing
assignments into the various
disciplines. She also noted a need to
reinforce library research skills in
more areas of the curriculum.
The time-flexible degree program,
which allows students to waive
certain general studies requirements
based upon their performance during
the freshman year and their scores on
a series of general examinations, was
also discussed.
Casey presented a proposal to reinstate the program at Bowling Green,
noting that despite its earlier success
it was dropped in 1981 when the
Undergraduate Assessment
Examination was suspended.
Casey said it might be possible for
the University to develop its own
examinations for entry into the
program, although the student
participants :iow pay a fee to take the
standardized examinations, making
the program financially self·
supporting.
As currently proposed, students
who would opt for the time-flexible
program would be required to have a
3.3 accumulative grade point average
at the end of their freshman year;
complete English 112 with a B or
better; complete one of three critical
thinking course~ with a grade of B or
better; place in Math 124, 127, 128 (or
have completed two years of high
school algebra and one year. of
geometry) and achieve the 75th
percentile on the CLEP General
Examinations in Natural Sciences,
Social Sciences and Humanities. The
CLEP examinations are similar to the
Undergraduate Assessment Exam.
Further discussion of the program
was scheduled at the April 20
meeting of Academic Council.
OFACIAL
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1984-85 Academic Calendar
(Spring Semester, 1984 ends with
Commencement on Saturday, Ma¥ 12)
1984 SUMMER SESSION

May 21, 1984 (Monday) - Classes begin
7:30 am. June 22 (Friday) - First 5-week term ends
June 25 (Monday) - Second 5-week term
and 8-week term begin 7:30 a.m.
July 4 (Wednesday) - Independence Day
- No Classes
July 27 (Friday} - Second 5-week term
ends
Aug. 17 (Friday) - 8-week term ends
Aug. 18 (Saturday) - Commencement
1984 FALL SEMESTER

Aug. 29, 1984 (Wednesday) - Classes
begin 7:30 a.m.
Sept. 3 (Monday) - Labl;>r Day - No
Classes
Nov. 21 (Wednesday) - Thanksgiving
recess begins 7:30 a.m.
Nov. 26 (Monday) - Classes resume 7:30
a.m.
Dec. 14 (Friday) - Classes end 10 p.m.
Dec. 17 (Monday) - Examinations begin
7:30 a.m.
Dec. 21 (Friday) - Fall semester ends
Dec. 22 (Saturday) - Commencement
1985 SPRING SEMESTER

Jan. 14, 1985 (Monday) - Classes begin
7:30 a.m.
Jan. 21 (Monday) - Martin Luther King
Day - no classes
March 9 (Saturday) - Spring recess
begins 12 noon
March 18 (Monday) - Classes resume
7:30 a.m.
May 3 (Friday) - Classes end 5:30 p.m.
May 6 (Monday) - Examinations begin
7:30 a.m.
May 10 (Friday) - Spring semester ends
May 11 (Saturday) - Commencement

Opportunities in Cooperative Education
The following positions are available to graduate and undergraduate students (as
indicated} through the cooperative education program.
Faculty and staff who know of students who might be qualified and interested in
these positions are urged to refer those students to cooperative education, 372·2451.
Organization

Major

Start Date

Municipal Government

Political Science,
Economics (UG (G)
Bus. Admin., Political Science, Econ.,
Pre-Law, Industrial Relations (UG)
Computer Science, MIS,
Geography, Math, Statistics (UG)

Summer

Federal Agency (Labor
Relations)
Federal Statistical
Agency
Girl Scout Council
Publishing Company
in Detroit
Direct Sales Co.
. Computer Distributor

•

Recreation, Art, Biology (UG)
English, Journalism,
Communications, History (UGI
Marketing, Business (UG)
Marketing, Sales (UG) (G)

Spring "84
Summer "83
Fall '83
Spring '84
Summer '83
Summer '83
Summer
Summer

JaFran Jones receives
Fulbright Research Grant
Or. JaFran Jones, chair of the
music composition/history
department in the College of Musical
Arts, has been awarded" a Fulbright
Senior Research Grant for 1983-84,
one of only seven granted by the
Council for International Exchange of
Scholars.
Jones, an ethnomusicologist, has
conducted musicological research in
the Maghreb with various Sufi
brotherhoods since 1978, and her
Fulbright proposal is based on the
culmination of this research.

JaFran Jones

She has traveled extensively
throughout the Middle East, North
Africa and Southeast Asia collecting
musical and sociological data which
she incorporates in her teaching and
research at the University.
Because she also believes it is
important to be able to produce the
music which she researches and
teaches, Jones has become proficient
on instruments such as the Arabic
nay (flute), Japanese shakuhachi
(flute), numerous game/an
(Indonesian) instruments and various
sub-Saharan flutes, drums and
mbiras. At the College of Musical
Arts she teaches Japanese,
Indonesian and African music and
directs the "Beautiful Sound" (Lila
(Muni) Gamelan Ensemble for music
majors.
For non-music majors she also
teaches a course on music cultures
of the world, featuring South
American, Balkan, Indian, African and
Southeast Asian music in its cultural
environment.
In addition to her research of
Arabic music, Jones has studied the
cross-cultural relationship between
Arabic and Southern European music
as it exists in the Western
Mediterranean countries and the
cross-cultural transmission of music
in the United States.
In addition to this most recent
Fulbright award she has received a
Fulbright-Hayes grant, a National
Endowment for the Humanities
stipend, a full-time Faculty Research
associateship, a Health, Education
and Welfare language grant for
Arabic. and other local awards.

Commenta[Y_ _ _ __
To the Members of the University Community:
I share the concern of Dr. Virginia Platt for plans to amend the Faculty
Charter by procedures other than those set out therein.
However, I feel that her Commentary in the Feb. 28, 1983, issue of MONITOR
lacks the degree of objectivity normally associated with her research and
writings. I am afraid that she has been blinded by her personal regard for Dr.
Leedy and for her late husband, Dr. Grover C. Platt.
Specifically, her message overlooks several important facts well known by
those on campus during the period of the late 1950s and the early 1960s. It
fails to mention the academic, religious and social issues that led to the
decision not to move Dr. Stanage to tenure. It ignores the fact that some of
these same issues caused dissension in at least two other institutions where
he taught after leaving BGSU.
More seriously, the Commentary does not recognize that a group of powerhungry faculty were jealous of the statutory powers of the University trustees
and of their appointed chief administrator, the president. This group used the·
basic concepts of "participatory democracy" to create an environment on
campus in which "the troops elect the company commander." This
organizational theory separates the vital management of elements of
responsibility and authority. University administrators are given responsibility
for programs and then are deprived of the authority to administer them. This
led a number of faculty to refuse administrative appointments. Many have felt
that this has been a continued defect in the organizational structure of the
University.
True, the dissidents did succeed in driving Dr. McDonald from the campus
and community. They openly threatened to renew the strife if he returned along with all other living past presidents - for the dedication of the
Administration Building which he had planned before his resignation. Many
faculty and townspeople continue to share my view that the era of
permissiveness which followed Dr. McDonald's administration has created
lasting impacts not only upon the campus but upon the entire city of Bowling
Green.
As a member of the committee which drafted the Faculty Charter, I would
urge that those concerned with the revision at this time might well reach back
and dust off my dissenting opinion given at the time the charter was
presented to the faculty. Viewed in today's time frame, more merit might be
found in the organizational concepts which are presented in it. Whatever is
done, I urge that time to study the issues be allowed and that the charter
provisions for revision be followed.
Sincerely yours,
Russell Decker,
Professor Emeritus of Legal Studies
March 29, 1983

Editor's Note: Commentaries are published in MONITOR only on the last
Monday of each month. Dr. Decker was aware that this letter would be
published after the Faculty Senate had acted upon the charter, but
nonetheless indicated a desire to see it published. A copy of the letter was
delivered to the chair of the charter revision committee in late March.

•

•

Revised charter includes
personnel procedures
Continued from P89f1 1

Policies have been abolished. Instead,
academic affairs are to be handled
through an Undergraduate Council
and the Graduate Council, along with
the new Senate Committee on
Academic Affairs.
The Graduate Council remains
much the same as it is now. The
Undergraduate Council was
structured to somewhat parallel the
Graduate Council, but its membership
is not as large. While the deans and ·
students do serve on the
Undergraduate Council (as they do
now on Academic Council), the
faculty hold a controling majority
even if the deans and students unite
in their voting. There are no
administrators on the Committee on
Academic Affairs except the vice
president for academic affairs. The
actions of both councils are subject
to the Faculty Senate.
"We believe this structure
recognizes the importance of both
undergraduate and graduate
programs," van der Smissen said.
"The lines of authority and
responsibility also have been set
forth more clearly for academic
matters."
The second major change in the
charter as it has been revised relates
to personnel. The revised charter
incorporates all personnel material
into the charter, including the
grievance arbitration procedures and
statements on appointment and
tenure.
These personnel matters are
integrated into Part B of the
Academic Charter. (Part A includes
the sections on governance.)
Personnel contract matters require
the same type of change process as
does the governance section, and all
other matters require senate approval.
Procedures in the present charter
which have concerned the
committees and faculty involved in
charter revision have been "cleaned
up," van der Smissen said, adding
that efforts also were made to
maintain consistent unity in the

Faculty
Senate
In addition to its action on the
charter and a merit pay policy
statement, Faculty Senate
approved two recommendations from
the Academic Policies Committee at
its April 19 meeting, the last of this
academic year.
Senate voted to remove a limit on
the number of SIU graded hours
which a transfer student can elect in
order to graduate with honors,
making the honors formula the same
for transfer students as for those
students who do all coursework at
Bowling Green. A requirement for a
specific total of graded hours is
maintained in the action.
Senate also voted to ex1end from
one week to two the time for students
to elect the SIU grade option after the
beginning of a semester, noting that
one week often is not sufficient time
for a student to determine the level of
difficulty of a particular class, sir.ce
some classes only meet once a week
under the semester system.
During his report to the senate,
Chair Ronald Stoner, physics and
astronomy, announced the results of
the University Insurance Committee's
recent survey of faculty and
administrative staff regarding their
preference for certain fringe benefits.
Respondents agreed in that survey
that the University should not pick up
the cost of family hospitalization
insurance for faculty and contract
•staff; that the University should not
pick up the cost of family vision and
dental insurance for faculty and
contract staff, and that the University
should add as a benefit the cost of
an annual physical examination for
each employee. Classified staff
agreed in a survey regarding the
physical examination option that
· such a benefit should be provided.

process of integrating all personnel
policies and procedures.
The revised charter also gives the
faculty greater control over the
document. Charter interpretations and
alleged violations of charter
procedures are no longer the sole
responsibility of the president, but are
left to the faculty to determine
through the Senate Executive
Committee.
The revised document also has a
provision for direct faculty
•
involvement in the annual informal
evaluations of the administration of
the deans and vice presidents, as well
as in the continued evaluation of
directors and chairs. Van der Smissen
said the charter revision committee
attempted to strengthen and make
consistent all those evaluation
procedures and to clarify some
abiguities.
Another aspect of University
operation in which the faculty are
accorded greater involvement in the
revised document is in the allocation
of University resources, she said.
Olscamp, who congratulated the
senate on what he described as a
"magnificent year" which included
the completion of the charter revision,
adoption of a financial exigency
policy and the resolution on the 60/40
salary pool split, led a standing vote
of applause for van der Smissen and
the committee members who
achieved the charter revision. He
described the "incredible work" of the
current senate as probably the most
significant of the past decade.
The charter revision committee and
two subcommittees were established
by SEC last fall with members
selected by the Committee on
Committees.
In addition to van der Smissen, the
charter revision committee included
Joanne Martin-Reynolds, educational
curriculum and instruction; Everett
Gallagher, Undergraduate Student
Government; Karen Aldred, Graduate
Student Senate; Or. Jack Greene,
psychology; Dr. Harvey Donley,
accounting and management
information systems; Or. Shirley
Langham.Johnson and Dr. Bonnie
Chambers (substitute), education;
Marilynn Wentland, speech
communication; Or. John Bentley,
musical arts; Evron Collins, library;
and Dr. Ronald Olsen, Firelands.
Members of the academic
programs subcommittee for charter
revision were Dr. Audrey Rentz,
college student personnel, chair; Or.
Park Leathers, accounting and
management information systems;
Karen Washbush, Undergraduate
Student Government; Beverly Baker,
Graduate Student Senate; Dr. Vincent
Corrigan, musical arts; Or. Denise
Trauth, speech communication; Dr.
Melvin Hyman, speech
communication; and Or. Dennis Lytle,
business education.
The members of the faculty
contract subcommittee for charter
revision were Or. Alice Heim
Calderonello, English, chair; Dr.
Wallace Terwilliger, mathematics and
statistics; Dr. Roman Carek,
counseling and career development;
Or. Roger Anderson, political science;
Dorothy Luedtke, health, physical
education and recreation; and Or.
Ramona Cormier, associate provost.

TSA firm to issue
adjusted statements
University employees who
participate in the Valic tax-sheltered
annuity plan will receive adjusted
statements of their accounts within
the next few days.
Because of an oversight at the firm,
Valle accounts have not been
promptly credited for the amount
withheld from payroll checks. The
adjusted statements which the
company will mail to the more than
170 employees who participate in
their program will reflect appropriate
adjustments for interest on amounts
paid into the accounts as well as
correction of the accounting error.

Academic Council

Campus visits scheduled
for student affairs finalists
Five final candidates for vice
president for student affairs, selected
by a search and screening committee
chaired by Or. Gerald Saddlemire,
college student personnel, will be
available to meet the campus
community in open forums scheduled
this week and next.
The first candidate to visit the
campus will be Dr. William R.
Mendenhall, associate vice president
for student affairs at the University of
Georgia.
Mendenhall, a sociologist who has
a doctoral degree in educational
leadership and management systems,
will meet the University community in
a forum from 9:30-10:30 a.m. Tuesday
(April 26) in the McFall Center
Assembly Room. He will be on
campus Monday (April 25)·as well.
His research and publications have
emphasized administrative issues in
student affairs, such as management
of human resources, rates and
functions of student affairs
professionals. He has served as
assistant dean for student
development, assistant to the vice
president for student affairs and
assistant dean for student services at
the University of Florida and as
associate dean of student affairs and
adjunct associate professor of
counseling and human development
services at the University of Georgia.
Dr. Glenda M. Lawhorn, assistant
vice president for student affairs at
Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville, will be on campus on
Monday and Tuesday, May 2 and 3,
meeting the campus community in a
fortim from 9-10 am. Tuesday, May 3,
in the McFall Center Assembly Room.
LawhOrn, who has a doctoral
degree in higher education, general
administration, has been an academic
adviser in general studies, a
counselor/director of the
supplemental instruction program,
acting dean of students and assistant
to the vice president for student
affairs at Southern Illinois University.
Her publications have been in the
areas of staff development and
appraisal and black administrators in
white institutions of higher learning.
On Tuesday and Wednesday, May 3
and 4, Or. David A. DeCoster, dean of
students at the University of
Nebraska, Lincoln, and an associate
professor of education, will be on the·

Academic affairs
slate expanded
In accord with the charge to the
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Search and Screening Committee to
provide President Olscamp with five
unranked names for that position, two
additional candidates have been
added to the slate of three finalists
announced several weeks ago.
The candidates are Dr. A. Bruce
Clarke, dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences at Western Michigan
University, and Dr. Daniel Fallon,
dean of the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences at the University of
Colorado at Denver.
Fallon was on campus last week,
meeting with the University
community on Friday, April 22, in the
Gish Film Theater. An experimental
psychologist, he has taught at the
State University of New York at
Binghamton and at the University of
Dusseldorf, Germany, and he has
served in administrative capacities at
SUNY, Binghamton, and Harpur
· College. The author of a book entitled
The German University, he has
received many research grants and
has written numerous scholarly
articles in his area of expertise.
Clarke, a mathematician who has
taught at the University of Michigan
and Western Michigan Univesity and
has been a Fulbright lecturer in
Turku, Finland, witl be on campus this
week. He will meet with the University
community from 9-10 a.m. Thursday
(April 28) In the Mcfall Center
Assembly Room.
Clarke has conducted research
both in this country and abroad and
has published extensively in his field.

A calendar for the 1984-85
academic year and a proposal for a
master's degree In home economics
were approved by Academic Council
at its April 6 meeting.
The calendar, published below,
includes a May starting date for the
first five-week summer term in 1985
and a three-week Christmas break
during fall semester of that year.
Following discussion of varic.us
calendar options and adoption of the
calendar for 1984-85, Academic
Council requested via Dr. Richard
Eakin, executive vice provost for
planning and budgeting, that options
other than a five-week term be
explored for the summer session and
that a report be made to the
appropriate body early in the fall
semester.
Council also discussed the
possibility of alternating observance
of Martin Luther King Day with
President's Day during the spring
semester to avoid a holiday
immediately following Christmas
break each year. It was noted,
however, that the Labor Day holiday
causes similar problems during the
fall semester.
As approved, the proposal for a
master's degree in home economics
creates a degree in addition to the
current master's in education, with
the new degree focusing on the
professional, specialized home
economics areas without an
education focus.
Dr. Beth Casey, Center for
Educational Options, continued her
discussion with council of a new
general education proposal which will
recommend expanded emphasis on
writing in curricula University-wide.
Casey noted that many students
currently believe that writing skills
will not be required after they leave
English 111 or 112 and are
consequently not highly motivated to
achieve in those English courses. She
said that faculty members who
require writing_ assignments do _not
always believe they have
administrative support but added that
the English department is planning
fall semester seminars for faculty on

campus. He is scheduled to meet the
University community on Wednesday,
May 4, from 9-10 a.m. in the McFall
Center Assembly Room.
DeCoster, who earned his Ed.D.
from the University of Florida in
counselor education, psychology, has
co-edited several books and authored
numerous chapters that analyze and
comment on student growth.
At the University of Florida he was
assistant to the housing director, and
at the University of Georgia he was
the associate director for residence
education. He also was assistant
dean of students and director of
residence life at Indiana University.
He has held his present position at
the University of Nebraska since
1978.
Or. Mary M. Edmonds, dean of
Bowling Green's College of Health
and Community Services, will meet
with the University community in a
forum from 9-10 a.m. on Thursday,
May 5. Edmonds, a professor of
sociology who has been dean of the
college since 1981, earned her
doctoral degree in sociology from
Case Western Reserve University.
A physical therapist, she was
director of the physical therapy
program and chair of the health
sciences department at Cleveland
State University before joining the
Bowling Green faculty. She continues
as an adjunct professor of physical
therapy at the Medical College of
Ohio and has published in such
health-related fields as geriatrics,
health assessment and health
curriculum evaluation.
The final candidate for the student
affairs vice presidency will be on
campus Thursday and Friday, May 5
and 6. Or. Mitchel Livingston, dean of
student life at Ohio State University,
where he also is an adjunct assistant
professor in the college student
personnel program, will meet the
University community in a forum from
9-10 a.m. Friday, May 6, in the McFall
Center Assembly Room.
Livingston, who has a Ph.D. in
higher education, college student
personnel, from Michigan State
University, served as director of
residence hails at Oakland University
and the University of Iowa prior to his
OSU appointment, which he has held
since 1980. His research centers in
the area of campus environments and
student perceptions of a university
and its services.
Following the campus visits, the
University community is encouraged
to forward comments about the
candidates to President Olscamp,
who anticipates naming a new vice
president for student affairs at the
May 20 meeting of the Board of
Trustees.

Ludd is ODK
faculty of the-year
Dr. Steven Ludd, political science,
was named faculty member of the
year by the University's circle of
Omicron Delta Kappa national
leadership society during initiation
ceremonies held Friday, April 22.
In addition to the award
presentation, two faculty members,
an administrator, an athletic coach
and 20 students were tapped for ODK
membership.
Faculty members tapped were Dr.
Ronald Stoner, physics and
astronomy, the chair of the Faculty
Senate, and Dr. Ralph Wolfe, English,
the senate secretary.
The administrator tapped was Dr.
Ramona Cormier, associate provost,
and the coach selected was Jerry
York, hockey.
The_20 undergraduate students
were chosen on the basis of
excellence in one of five categories:
creative and performing arts; social,
service, religious and campus
government activities; scholarship;
athletics, and journalism, speech and
mass media.

Rec Center reduces
hours in May

I
J

The Student Recreation Center will
begin a period of reduced hours on
Sunday (May 1), the beginning of final
examinations week.
On that day only the center will be
open from noon to 9 p.m. Beginning
on Monday, May 2, and continuing
through Friday, May 6, center hours
will be 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.
During final examination week both
summer 1982 and spring 1983
memberships will be valid. Summer
1983 memberships will go on sale in
the Rec Center office on May 31 and
will be valid immediately. Passes
which are good for the "break period"
only (May 7-June 12) go on sale
Monday, May 2, for $10. The center
will be open during that period from
noon to 9 p.m. daily, except for the
week of May 23-30 when the entire
building will be closed for major
maintenance. The Cooper Pool also
will be closed for painting and repair
from May 16 through June 12.
A complete schedule of hours for
the Cooper and Club pools during the
finals and break periods is available
at the Rec Center office.

ways to incorporate writing
assignments into the various
disciplines. She also noted a need to
reinforce library research skills in
more areas of the curriculum.
The time-flexible degree program,
which allows students to waive
certain general studies requirements
based upon their performance during
the freshman year and their scores on
a series of general examinations, was
also discussed.
Casey presented a proposal to reinstate the program at Bowling Green,
noting that despite its earlier success
it was dropped in 1981 when the
Undergraduate Assessment
Examination was suspended.
Casey said it might be possible for
the University to develop its own
examinations for entry into the
program, although the student
participants :iow pay a fee to take the
standardized examinations, making
the program financially self·
supporting.
As currently proposed, students
who would opt for the time-flexible
program would be required to have a
3.3 accumulative grade point average
at the end of their freshman year;
complete English 112 with a B or
better; complete one of three critical
thinking course~ with a grade of B or
better; place in Math 124, 127, 128 (or
have completed two years of high
school algebra and one year. of
geometry) and achieve the 75th
percentile on the CLEP General
Examinations in Natural Sciences,
Social Sciences and Humanities. The
CLEP examinations are similar to the
Undergraduate Assessment Exam.
Further discussion of the program
was scheduled at the April 20
meeting of Academic Council.
OFACIAL
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1984-85 Academic Calendar
(Spring Semester, 1984 ends with
Commencement on Saturday, Ma¥ 12)
1984 SUMMER SESSION

May 21, 1984 (Monday) - Classes begin
7:30 am. June 22 (Friday) - First 5-week term ends
June 25 (Monday) - Second 5-week term
and 8-week term begin 7:30 a.m.
July 4 (Wednesday) - Independence Day
- No Classes
July 27 (Friday} - Second 5-week term
ends
Aug. 17 (Friday) - 8-week term ends
Aug. 18 (Saturday) - Commencement
1984 FALL SEMESTER

Aug. 29, 1984 (Wednesday) - Classes
begin 7:30 a.m.
Sept. 3 (Monday) - Labl;>r Day - No
Classes
Nov. 21 (Wednesday) - Thanksgiving
recess begins 7:30 a.m.
Nov. 26 (Monday) - Classes resume 7:30
a.m.
Dec. 14 (Friday) - Classes end 10 p.m.
Dec. 17 (Monday) - Examinations begin
7:30 a.m.
Dec. 21 (Friday) - Fall semester ends
Dec. 22 (Saturday) - Commencement
1985 SPRING SEMESTER

Jan. 14, 1985 (Monday) - Classes begin
7:30 a.m.
Jan. 21 (Monday) - Martin Luther King
Day - no classes
March 9 (Saturday) - Spring recess
begins 12 noon
March 18 (Monday) - Classes resume
7:30 a.m.
May 3 (Friday) - Classes end 5:30 p.m.
May 6 (Monday) - Examinations begin
7:30 a.m.
May 10 (Friday) - Spring semester ends
May 11 (Saturday) - Commencement

Opportunities in Cooperative Education
The following positions are available to graduate and undergraduate students (as
indicated} through the cooperative education program.
Faculty and staff who know of students who might be qualified and interested in
these positions are urged to refer those students to cooperative education, 372·2451.
Organization

Major

Start Date

Municipal Government

Political Science,
Economics (UG (G)
Bus. Admin., Political Science, Econ.,
Pre-Law, Industrial Relations (UG)
Computer Science, MIS,
Geography, Math, Statistics (UG)

Summer

Federal Agency (Labor
Relations)
Federal Statistical
Agency
Girl Scout Council
Publishing Company
in Detroit
Direct Sales Co.
. Computer Distributor

•

Recreation, Art, Biology (UG)
English, Journalism,
Communications, History (UGI
Marketing, Business (UG)
Marketing, Sales (UG) (G)

Spring "84
Summer "83
Fall '83
Spring '84
Summer '83
Summer '83
Summer
Summer

JaFran Jones receives
Fulbright Research Grant
Or. JaFran Jones, chair of the
music composition/history
department in the College of Musical
Arts, has been awarded" a Fulbright
Senior Research Grant for 1983-84,
one of only seven granted by the
Council for International Exchange of
Scholars.
Jones, an ethnomusicologist, has
conducted musicological research in
the Maghreb with various Sufi
brotherhoods since 1978, and her
Fulbright proposal is based on the
culmination of this research.

JaFran Jones

She has traveled extensively
throughout the Middle East, North
Africa and Southeast Asia collecting
musical and sociological data which
she incorporates in her teaching and
research at the University.
Because she also believes it is
important to be able to produce the
music which she researches and
teaches, Jones has become proficient
on instruments such as the Arabic
nay (flute), Japanese shakuhachi
(flute), numerous game/an
(Indonesian) instruments and various
sub-Saharan flutes, drums and
mbiras. At the College of Musical
Arts she teaches Japanese,
Indonesian and African music and
directs the "Beautiful Sound" (Lila
(Muni) Gamelan Ensemble for music
majors.
For non-music majors she also
teaches a course on music cultures
of the world, featuring South
American, Balkan, Indian, African and
Southeast Asian music in its cultural
environment.
In addition to her research of
Arabic music, Jones has studied the
cross-cultural relationship between
Arabic and Southern European music
as it exists in the Western
Mediterranean countries and the
cross-cultural transmission of music
in the United States.
In addition to this most recent
Fulbright award she has received a
Fulbright-Hayes grant, a National
Endowment for the Humanities
stipend, a full-time Faculty Research
associateship, a Health, Education
and Welfare language grant for
Arabic. and other local awards.

Commenta[Y_ _ _ __
To the Members of the University Community:
I share the concern of Dr. Virginia Platt for plans to amend the Faculty
Charter by procedures other than those set out therein.
However, I feel that her Commentary in the Feb. 28, 1983, issue of MONITOR
lacks the degree of objectivity normally associated with her research and
writings. I am afraid that she has been blinded by her personal regard for Dr.
Leedy and for her late husband, Dr. Grover C. Platt.
Specifically, her message overlooks several important facts well known by
those on campus during the period of the late 1950s and the early 1960s. It
fails to mention the academic, religious and social issues that led to the
decision not to move Dr. Stanage to tenure. It ignores the fact that some of
these same issues caused dissension in at least two other institutions where
he taught after leaving BGSU.
More seriously, the Commentary does not recognize that a group of powerhungry faculty were jealous of the statutory powers of the University trustees
and of their appointed chief administrator, the president. This group used the·
basic concepts of "participatory democracy" to create an environment on
campus in which "the troops elect the company commander." This
organizational theory separates the vital management of elements of
responsibility and authority. University administrators are given responsibility
for programs and then are deprived of the authority to administer them. This
led a number of faculty to refuse administrative appointments. Many have felt
that this has been a continued defect in the organizational structure of the
University.
True, the dissidents did succeed in driving Dr. McDonald from the campus
and community. They openly threatened to renew the strife if he returned along with all other living past presidents - for the dedication of the
Administration Building which he had planned before his resignation. Many
faculty and townspeople continue to share my view that the era of
permissiveness which followed Dr. McDonald's administration has created
lasting impacts not only upon the campus but upon the entire city of Bowling
Green.
As a member of the committee which drafted the Faculty Charter, I would
urge that those concerned with the revision at this time might well reach back
and dust off my dissenting opinion given at the time the charter was
presented to the faculty. Viewed in today's time frame, more merit might be
found in the organizational concepts which are presented in it. Whatever is
done, I urge that time to study the issues be allowed and that the charter
provisions for revision be followed.
Sincerely yours,
Russell Decker,
Professor Emeritus of Legal Studies
March 29, 1983

Editor's Note: Commentaries are published in MONITOR only on the last
Monday of each month. Dr. Decker was aware that this letter would be
published after the Faculty Senate had acted upon the charter, but
nonetheless indicated a desire to see it published. A copy of the letter was
delivered to the chair of the charter revision committee in late March.

•

BOOKS ARE DUE! Faculty and staff are reminded
that all library materials currently on loan must be
returned to the circulation desk of the main library or
science library for processing before May 13.
Materials may be renewed, but renewal must be completed at the library. Processing and renewal for fewer
than five books will be done immediately. Renewal of

five or more books will require that the materials be
left at the library for 24 hours before they can be recirculated.
The renewal and return process is underway effective
today (April 25). Questions should be directed to the
circulation desk of the libraries.

LIBRARY BOORS CHANGE. The University
libraries will be open extended hours on Friday and
Saturday (April 29 and 30) to assist students, faculty
and staff with exam preparation. Hours on Friday will
be 8 a.m. to midnight The libraries will be open Saturday from IO a.m. to 1 a.m. Sunday (May 1) hours will
be as usual, 1 p.m. to midnight
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Eakin, Cormier, Ludd win
student government awards
Two administrators. a faculty
member and a University senior have
been named the recipients pf the
Undergraduate Student Government's
highest awards.
Dr. Richard Eakin, executive vice
provost for planning and budgeting,
was awarded this year's William T.
Jerome Award, established in 1974 to
recognize outstanding contributions
by administrators to the»welfare and
betterment of students.
Dr. Steven Ludd, political science;
Dr. Ramona Cormier, associate
provost, and Marsha Sloari of Stryker
are the recipients of this year's Hollis
A. Moore awards.

Established in 1981, the Moore
awards are presented annually in
three categories - student, faculty
member and administrator - in
recognition of "outstanding service to
the welfare of the entire University
community."
·
The Jerome Award is named after
Bowling Green's sixth president, who
led the University from 1963-70, and
the Moore awards are named for the
University's seventh president, who
held the University's top position
from 1970 until his death in 1981.
This year's awards were presented
during the Undergraduate Student
Body Awards Banquet April 18.

Medici Circle gives four awards
to School of Art contributors
Three faculty members and a
University administrator were honored
by the Medici Circle, a group of
patrons and friends of the School of
Art, at the circle's third annual
Primavera Gala on April 16.
Tom Hilty, Robert Hurlstone and
Adrian Tio, art, and Teri Sharp, public
relations, received II Magnifico
Awards for their contributions to the
school.
Hilty and Tio were cited for their
service, research and teaching
activities during the past year. Sharp,
a member of the Medici Circle board
of directors the past three years, a

Employment
Opportunities
CLASSIAED EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNmES
"Indicates that an internal candidate from
the department is bidding and being
considered for the position.
NEW VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date: 5 p.m. Monday,
May 2, 1983
5-02-1

Cfert 2

member of the circle's publicity
committee and a contributing editor
of the organization's newsletter, was
honored for her support of the group.
Tio, who was recognized for his
excellence in teaching, also received
the newly created Dorothy Uber
Bryan Award, named in honor of the
Bowling Green resident who served
as the first Medici Circle president.
The award includes a $200 grant for
art materials, travel or research and is
given to a School of Art faculty
member in recognition of his or her
work with students.
Tio, who teaches painting classes
and workshops, will use the grant to
continue his study of American mural
painting this summer in Colorado.
During the awards presentation, Dr.
Maurice Sevigny, director of the
School of Art, noted that Medici
Circle members have enlisted more
than $15,000 in donations and
pledges this year to enhance the
school's programs. The funds are to
be used for scholarships, the
purchase of equipment and a number
of special programs, including
lectures, worksh9ps and exhibitions.

Pay Range 3
Registration and Records
CONTINUING VACANCIES
Posting Expiration Date: 5 p.m. Monday,
Aprll 25. 1983
4-25-1
• Account Cfert 2
Pay Range 26
Bursar's Office
4-25-2

•C1er1ca1 Specialist
Pay Range 25 ·
Bursar's Office ·

Monitor
Monitor Is published weekly tor
faculty and staff of Bowling Green
State Unmtrslty. The deadline to
submit copy for the next Issue,
Monday, May 2, Is 5 p.m. Tuesday, April
26.
Editor. Unda Swaisgood
Editorial Assistants: Betsy Blaka and
Deborah Sdlmook

Faculty/Staff Positions
The following faculty positions have been authoriZed:
Blologlcal ~ Bectron microscopy technical director. Contact Carol Heckman
(2·2432). Deadhne: May 1, 1983, Also, visiting assistant professor. Contact Reginald Noble (2-2332). Deadline: May 1, .1983
Computer Science: Instructor. Contact Faculty Search Committee, c0mputer science
·
·
department (2-2337). Deadline: May 6, 1983
Cou~lng and Ca~ ~ Center: Clinical/counseling psychologist. Also,
counseling psychologist and coordinator of career counseling program. Contact Roman
Carek (2-2081). Deadlines: May 2, 1983
English: Intern instruc,or. Contact lester Barber (2-2576}. Deadline: May 2 1983
_. ~rary: Business-science librarian. Contact Sharon Rogers (2-2856). Deadiine: May 1,

1

Physics and ~T. Planetarium director and assistant professor. Contact Robert
Boughton (2·2421). Deadline: May 30, 1983
M!'vo~~l:kScience: A55!stant professor. Contact William Reichert (2·2921). Deadline:
Speech Communlcat!On: Assistant professor. Contact Jarr.es Wilcox (2-2823)
Deadline: April 30, 1983
·
·
The following contract positions have been approved:
Office of Admissions: Admissions counselor/assistant director of admissions. Con·
t~ct Thomas Glick (2·2086). Deadline: April 30, 1983. Also, assistant director of admis·
srons. Contact Daniel Shelley (2·2086). Deadline: April 30, 1983
Counseling and Career Denlopment Center: Career counselor. Contact Roman Carek
(2-2081). Deadline: May 2, 1983
·
Flrelends: Media specialist. Contact Algalee Aaams (93-229). Deadline: May 1, 1983

_
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Exhibits

Saturday, April 30

llturglcal Arts Exhibit, third bi-annual
show co·sponsored by St. Thomas More
Parish and the University, through May 8,
McFall Center Gallery. Gallery hours are
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays and 2·5 p.m.
Saturdays and Sundays.
Undergraduate Student Art Show, 32nd
annual exhibit, through May 4, Fine Arts
Gallery, School of Art. Gallery hours are
8:30 am. to 5 p.m. weekdays and 2·5 p.m.
weekends. Free.

"Pink Aoyd The Wall," UAO film series,
8 and 10 p.m., Main Auditorium, University
Hall. Admission $1.50 with University l.D.
Two tickets may be purchased with one
l.D.

"Caddyshack," UAO film series,
midnight, Main Auditorium, University
Hall. Admission $1.50 with University l.D.
Two tickets may be purchased with one
l.D.

Sunday, May 1
Commuter Center reading by Robin
Wilkinson, Rachel Stenger, Bill Billiter and
Elizabeth Warren, creative writing
graduate students, 6:30 p.m., Commuter
Center Lounge, Moseley Hall. Free.
Reception for retiring HPER faculty,
Dorothy Luedtke, Robert Dudley and
Warren Scholler, 3 p.m., Little Red
Schoolhouse.
Open audttlons for "Oklahoma,"
summer University Theater production, 7
p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center. More information may be obtained
by calling 372·2181.
"Amore," German film with English
subtitles, 7:30 p.m., Gish Film Theater,
Hanna Hall. Free.
Graduate Recital Serles concert, 8 p.m.,
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free.
American Association of University
Women, Bowling Green branch, 8 p.m.,
11th floor, Offenhauer. All graduate and
undergraduate women are invited to learn
about the opponunities offered by AAUW..

•

Tuesday, April 26
Kempton Jenkins, vice president for
government affairs of ARMCO, Inc., will
lecture on dimensions of trade and
political competition between the United
States and the USSR, 3:45 p.m., Board
Room, Mileti Alumni Center. Sponsored by
the history department, the College of
Ans and Sciences, and The Anderson
F9undation. Jenkins worked 31 years for
the U.S. Foreign Service and is a Bowling
Green alumnus who holds degrees from
George Washington and Harvard .
universities.
Pianist Byron Janis, Festival Series
concert, 8 p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center. Tickets $11, $9 and
$7 for adults and $9, $7 and S5 for
students. Tickets may be reserved by
calling 372-0171.

Wednesday. April 27
Dr. Wiiiiam T. GaYln, research
economist, will lecture on '"Monetary
Policy and Monetary Targets," 2 p.m., 406
Education Bldg. Free. The lecture is part
of the Economics Colloquium Series.
::etllst Richard Kapuscinski and the
Chamber Orchestra, 8 p.m., Kobacker Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.

Thursday. April 28
"Christmas In July" and "Wiid Boys of
the Road," UAO film series double feature,
8:15 p.m., Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall.
Free.

Prlday, April 29
Percussion Ensemble, 8 p.m., Bryan
Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free.
.
"Pink Floyd The Wall," UAO film series,
8 and 10' p.m., Main Auditorium, University
Hall. Admission $1.50 with University l.D.
Two tickets may be purchased with one
l.D.
"Caddyshack," UAO film series,
midnight, Main Auditorium, University
Hall. Admission $1.50 with University 1.0.
Two tickets may be purchased with one
l.D.
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'Master Teacher'

Datebook

Monday, April 25

Bowling Green State University

Concerto Competition winners and the
Bowling Green Phllhannonla In concert, 3
p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free.

Monday, May 2
"Leave for the Funeral," German film
with English subtitles, 7:30 p.m., Gish Film
Theater, Hanna Hall. Free.

Administrative
Staff Council
The Administrative Staff Council
has voted to endorse the report of the
Ad Hoc Committee on the Status of
Women and Minorities and, in
addition, to establish a subcommittee
charged with formulating
recommendations for improving the
status of women and minorities on
campus .
Endorsement of the report, which
was published in the Jan. 17 issue of
MONITOR, came at the April 7
meeting of the ASC. Dr. Judi Roller,
registration and records, was
appointed to chair the newly formed
subcommittee, which will include
Zola Buford, registration and records;
Susan Caldwell, personnel support
services, Richard Lenhart, student
activities, and James Corbitt, food
operations.
Chair Cary Brewer, registration and
records, announced to the council
that the ASC charter is included in
the revised Academic Charter
presented to the Faculty Senate for
its approval. He also announced that
a budget request for ASC will be
processed through, the new
committee budgeting procedure.
On the topic of merit, Dr. Joan
Morgan, Center for Educational
Options, announced that the merit
subcommittee of ASC is in the
process of collecting sample
E!'laluative instruments.
Dr. James Litwin, institutional
studies, reported that the
professional development
subcommittee "!Nill be considering
several possibilities for
developmental activities, and he
asked each council member to submit
one proposal for such an activity.
Roller announced that the bylaws
subcommittee has begun discussion
of committee structures and
amendment procedures.
Gregg DeCrane, new student
programs, chair of the Ferrari Award
committee, said 13 administrative
staff have been nominated for the
award. A selection will be made by
May 1.
Wayne Colvin, residence life,
requested that the executive
committee consider setting a
schedule for twice-monthly meetings
of the council instead of the current
monthly meetings.
The next meeting is scheduled at 1
p.m. May 5 in the Town Room of the
University Union.

Ludd's teaching doesn't end in classroom
He might have been a professional
basketball player, or a practicing
attorney, but instead Dr. Steven Ludd,
political science, chose a teaching
career.
And his enthusiasm for teaching,
and for young people in general, was
rewarded last week when he received
the Alumni Association's Master
Teacher Award which carries with it a
$1,000 cash prize.
Ludd, who joined the faculty in
1976, holds four degrees from
Syracuse University, including a law
degree, and although he
acknowledges that a law practice
would no doubt be more financially
lucrative, he says being in the
classroom is what he prefers - at
least for now.
"There is simply nothing more
exciting than to challenge or to be
challenged by inquiring minds," he
said. "There is no fee payment which
compares with the satisfaction you
glean from observing students
discarding prejudices because of
classroom cross-examination."
Ludd teaches classes in
constitutional law, juris prudence and
administrative law for graduate and
upper-division undergraduate
students, and he occasionally
teaches an American government
class for freshmen. He is an adviser
for the College of Arts and Sciences'
pre-law program, which he helped
create when he first joined the
faculty, and during the current
academic year he advised the
Undergraduate Student Government
en its proposal for a student legal
service.
He accepted that responsibility, he
said, both because of his prior
experience with developing such a
service at Syracuse, and because he
saw it as an opportunity to bring the
University's usually divided student
population together for a common '
cause - something which was
achieved when some 12 organizations
united in support of the proposal.
Why does he choose to be so
involved with the students? Because,
he says, "The classroom is not the
only place in which you teach. If you
are really committed to teaching,
what you do does not end in the
classroom. It extends well beyond,
into situations in which you reach
individuals.''
His dedication to students as
individuals is evident in his weekly
appointment calendar, which is filled
almost every day with student
conferences. That dedication also
was recognized a few weeks ago
when he was named Omicron Delta
Kappa's faculty member of the year
and when he received the Hollis A.
Moore Award from the Undergraduate
Student Government.

Inside ...
Ten faculty with 271 years of
~m&!n~d service retire - pages
2,3
Wd Shih receives Fu!&rlght Grant
to lcctarc In China - page 5

Work to mhance the status of
women and m.lnodtles on campus
has not ceased - paee 6

But in the classroom he has a few
particular philosophies for teaching.
"My objective is to encourage
young people to understand the
importance of tolerating differing
points of view," he said. "My
methodology is Socratic. Every day I
give my students some 'substance'
for that day's class. I ask some
hypothetical questions, and the ball
starts rolling."
He admits that the kind of teaching
he does is not easy, for a number of
reasons. The students are in:tially
intimidated by his style of
questioning, and the energy required
to teach the way he does doesn't
always come naturally. In fact, he
said, teaching itself usually isn't a
natural activity for faculty members,
who traditionally are trained to be
researchers and not teachers.

committee of alumni and
undergraduate students. He is the
second recipient of the Master
Teacher Award, which is sponsored
by the Alumni Association and the
Undergraduate Alumni Association to
express their appreciation for
dedication to excellence in the
classroom. Last year's recipient was
Dr. Raymond Tucker, speech
communication.
Ludd received the award at tris
year's Outstanding High Sst-::- ·

Junior Awards banquet April 25. Other
faculty who were finalists in the
competition and were also
commended for their devotion to
teaching were Dr. Robert Bashore,
English; Cynthia Groat, biological
sciences; Virginia Marks, music
performance studies; JoAnne Martin·
Reynolds, educational curriculum and
instruction; Dr. Barbara Moses.
mathematics and statis'.;cs. c.-cC: :::>.
V. Frederick R1s':e;-. ,.,.-~---~,.· -c ~--::

Noting that he would like to see
more emphasis placed on the
acquisition of teaching skills in
graduate programs, he said,
"Teaching is the most important
element of a university, particularly
one that has a predominately
undergraduate student population.
We achieve excellence in teaching to_
some degree by continuing our
research, but that research should
not be at the expense of our teaching.
There has to be a good mix of the
two."
Ludd believes he has found a '"mix"
for himself - he has finished a book
which he expects will be published in
July, and he has published in several
law journals. He also has found a way
to combine his love for education
with his desire to practice law.
"I want to practice constitutional
law and take on some civil liberties
cases, but that kind of practice isn't
very financially rewarding because
the people you serve can't usually
afford to pay a big fee. Because I
teach, I can afford to practice law
and charge a lower fee."
-

Of his one-time love for basketball,
which might have tempted him to a
professional career, he says,
"Education was important to my
family. Excelling in athletics was a
way for me to pay for that
education."
But, he adds, "There has been
nothing that has been as exciting for
me as standing in front of a
classroom full of young people and
having them question everything I
say. That's what I view as the key to
the learning process.
"If any one dimension of teaching
can be categorized as the most
important, it would be the ability to
intellectually challenge students to
begin the journey for understanding.
If they leave my classes with any one
definition of justice - I have failed.
But if I have urged them to continue
their search, maybe I have ignited the
necessary spark!"
That spark was ignited in him, he
says, by a one-time professor who is
now the vice chancellor of Syracuse
University. "I have tried to emulate
him in everything I do," Ludd said.
"He taught me that the professor is
educated by the students - that the
more you learn formally, the less you
really know. I want to continue to
learn:"
Ludd was selected as the
University's top instructor by a

Dr. Steven Ludd, political science, has received the University's top prize for
outstanding teaching, the Alumni Association's Master Teacher Award. Ludd,
a lawyer who teaches law-related courses, utilizes classroom
"cross-examination" as a teaching strategy.

